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Light, lighter, S2L

Payload is the key topic in light vehicle classes in particular. The 

BC 750 S2L therefore makes you an attractive offer: It lifts 750 kg 

with a load centre of 600 mm and thereby adds just 160 kg to the 

scales (platform 1,610 mm x 2,100 mm). For what will you utilise 

the 35 kg gained here?

Our approach: Reliably lift 750 kg with a Cargolift as light as possible. 

This requires constructive ideas and precise calculation – for innovative 

lightweight construction. In the case of the S2L, optimisation of the 

lifting mechanism enables weight savings of 25 kg. The further 

development of the platform system BAplan30VLL reduces the weight 

balance by a further 10 kg. Look forward to the lightweight with serial 

introduction in spring 2017!

The transporter segment holds a variety of different vehicle chassis. 

The focus is on a quick and easy fitment. As for its predecessor Bär 

Cargolift provides individual adapter plates for BC 750 S2L for all 

common vehicle models.



Safe control by radio – 
Bär SmartControl remote control

From 2017, you can choose between the battery-operated Bär SmartControl remote 

control and the new Bär SmartControl Plus with docking station, as a rechargeable 

and loss-proof remote control option. For more information on Bär SmartControl, refer 

to our technologies web page and the Bär SmartControl product film.

The use of radio control is increasing constantly. Bär has therefore developed the innovative 

Bär SmartControl concept. Because the use of radio remote controls brings with it a 

range of risks. The Bär SmartControl remote control minimises these risks in a way that is 

unique to date – for safe control by radio:

SafeConnect

Ensures operator presence in a defined operating 

position close to the Cargolift when logging in the hand-held transmitter

DoubleClick

DoubleClick and holding of the pushbutton prevents unintentional operation

RadioKey

Protects against unauthorised operation through automatic locking of all 

control elements when exiting the working area

4  Functions

The 4-function pushbutton protects the operator against unintentional 

tilting of the platform under load

AutoStop 45° 

Induces the operator to safeguard the danger zone 

(crushing and shearing points) when closing the platform





Perfect for the food and beverage logistics sector – 
BC 2500 S4U

Carry two fully loaded beverage pallets with an electric forklift and you have 

already reached a load of 2,500 kg. The food and beverage logistics sector also 

requires maximum load volume, which is why low-coupled articulated vehicles 

are often used. Bär has therefore further developed the proven and tested 

BC 2000 S4U to produce the new BC 2500 S4U – using innovative high

pressure technology!

And: With the new functions of the remote control Bär SmartControl Plus,

you can not only control the Cargolifts on truck and trailer, but also the 

hydraulical under run bar on a truck and the hydraulical jack legs on a trailer.



For a quicker ramp approach – Bär SmartControl cabin control

Manoeuvring with the truck and standard Cargolift at the ramp requires 

extensive practice – or the Bär SmartControl cabin control. Together with 

two rear drive cameras and a monitor in the cabin, you can operate and bring 

the Cargolift perfectly into position – exlusively at Bär also with orientation 

lines on the monitor (Scharfenberger patent). 

Bär SmartControl Plus with docking station is used here for controlling the 

Cargolift. Of course, the hand-held transmitter can also be used as a radio remote 

control. Thanks to the radio connection there is no cable installation between the 

driver’s cabin and the Cargolift necessary! The rear drive camera system as well as 

the monitor are not scope of delivery. 





For greater diversity in fitment and application – 
BC 2000 R2T
This retractable Cargolift is equally popular among body builders and users: 

BC 2000 R2T. The high degree of pre-assembly and the bracketed suspen-

sion provide for unbeatably quick mounting, while the 2,000 kg load capacity 

with 800 mm load centre allows for versatile use.

The new BAret45VLL platform concept profits 

here from expertise gained with the BAplan alu-

minium platforms. Realised as a modular platform 

kit with fixed and folding part produced from 

aluminium, this platform system ensures optimum 

fitment and platform heights of up to 1,810 mm. 

The BAret45VLL offers the user a remarkable 

payload increase. In use, the non-slip TracGrip 

surface delivers safety, while the corrosion-

resistent aluminium guarantees a long-term clean 

appearance.



Proven at the next level – 
Bär Control EVO

Form follows function – it also controlled the Bär tail lift of the 80s according to this 

motto. Since then, the Bär control box has been a symbol for Bär Cargolift like no 

other component: Reduced to the essentials, with a focus on a logical process, tried 

and tested many times over in tough use! 

At the IAA show 2016, Bär now presents the next generation of its control box – 

affectionately referred to internally as “EVO”. Because the Bär Control EVO

retains the proven, robust body as well as the logical operating sequences. New 

are the outer shell which is enhanced through the use of aluminium and the lever 

switches. The control elements are more robust than ever before. Sensitive 

electrical components are installed and protected in the beam. 

And: With the Bär Control EVO, the control lever becomes a key switch. SwitchKey

enables switching on and off with a lever movement of the left control lever. The 

operator is able to specify the operating sequence himself.



Maximum flexibility for light vehicles – FreeAccess
Loading heavy pallets, but only removing single packages without lift movement? Or loading trolleys, 

but only delivering single trays? If possible, without losing time? In weight-sensitive vehicle classes, 

these requirements are not uncommon. Bär Cargolift has the solution: FreeAccess.

free access to the right rear door.

pallet with a forklift, or for 

up to four trolleys.

belt hinge facilitates the ideal interlocking of folding and 

fixed part. Once unfolded, the force distribution of the load is even across the platform.

Do you already know our product

movie on Bär VanLift FreeAccess?

Open air side 
next to hall 26 – K79



Fitment drawing in five minutes – Bär fitment calculation
The truck is already parked in the yard and the Cargolift fitment check can be delayed no longer? 

No problem – check your fitment case with the Bär fitment calculation. Many truck models are already 

listed here. In this case, standard dimensions of the chassis appear automatically. After entering a few 

items of fitment data and a couple of mouse clicks, you receive a specific fitment drawing directly. 

You first need to determine the dimensions? 

Use our dimension sheet and then go to the 

fitment calculation.

The fitment check was unsuccessful? 

You have questions regarding fitment? 

Our technical sales team will be happy to help you.



Bär Cargolift technologies

Bär fitment analysis

High pressure

eBC Controller

BA platform

FreeAccess

Bär SmartControl



Bär Cargolift – Lifting Performance.

The world of transport and logistics is becoming more and more competitive 
and complex. In order to work successfully in this business, customer oriented 
solutions with maximum efficiency are required. And last but not least high 
performance tail lifts.

Bär considers the tail lift as an integral part of an overall system which is being 
optimized user specifically to maximum performance. Only with a deep under-
standing of the various transportation tasks an ideal product solution can be 
created.

The core competence of Bär Cargolift is the continuous enhancement of the 
performance of tail lifts.

The customer of Bär Cargolift can be sure to receive a solution that supports his 
work in an optimal way. He gets supported in all phases of the product life cycle 
from ordering to mounting and from handling to service – based on partnership.

Bär Cargolift has shaped the industry over decades with innovative solutions. 
Solid technology that can be used easily and safely has created the decisive 
advance versus the competition.

Bär Cargolift – Lifting Performance. 
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Bär Cargolifts 
comply with 
the CE-Norm


